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RUBBER GRASS MATS

Plastic Fixing Pegs
Black plastic ground anchors ideal for grass mats & membranes

Our black fixing pegs are the perfect product to use for securing the a large range 
of landscaping, gardening and agricultural products into the ground. The weather 
resistance, ease of use, versatility and strength of these fixings makes them a very 
popular choice for both commercial and domestic users. One of the most common 
applications for the black fixing pegs is with rubber grass mats, each mat requires 
5 durable pegs to hold it in situ for years to come. The sharp point on each fixing 
peg means it is easy to pierce through membrane sheets and into both firm and soft 
ground so products can be held in place regardless of the ground conditions below. 

Plastic fixing pegs are easy to use, 
simply mallet them through your  
product & into the ground below

EASY TO USE
Large 30mm round flat head helps to 
keep membranes in place securely

ROUND HEAD

The ribs on the side of each peg & 
the flat head make these anchors 

difficult to accidentally pull up

SECURE

Plastic fixing pegs can be used as 
an anchor for a number of products 
including grass mats & membranes

VERSATILE
Being manufactured from plastic, 
these pegs are resistant to water, 
heat, cold and UV rays

WEATHERPROOF

An affordable fixing solution that 
will provide you with a solid anchor

COST EFFECTIVE
Easily penetrates through most 
membranes and firm ground

SHARP POINT

KEY FACTS

 » Lengths available: 150mm & 
190mm

 » Width: 30mm

 » Depth: 20mm

 » Single unit weight: 8g

 » Material: Polypropylene

 » Colour: Black

 » Pack sizes available: 20, 100 
and 1000

 » Ideal for fixing: Rubber 
grass mats, membranes and 
certain edgings

APPLICATIONS

RUBBER GRASS MATS
5 plastic fixing pegs are required to 
secure each rubber grass mat in place

MEMBRANES
Used to fix and hold in place weed 
protection and landscape membranes

GARDEN EDGING
Used with specific garden and lawn 
edgings to provide a solid anchor point

ANTI-BIRD NETTING
Fixing pegs used to hold down and 
secure all the edges of anti-bird netting

TREE MULCH MATS
Pegs used to pierce through the mulch 
mats & into the ground around the tree

PROTECTION FLEECE
Our pegs are used to secure crop 
fleeces to fix them in place

GCL Products Limited are dedicated to providing our 
customers the most accurate details in order for them to 
make an informed decision on our range. However, there 
may occasionally be errors or omissions and we reserve 
the right to amend or remove specifications without notice.
 
This document was produced in May 2019 and   
the reliability and accuracy of this data should be 
checked by the reader prior to design or purchase.
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Installation Instructions

1. Follow the installation guide of the product or products you are wanting to install for your project up until 
the point of using your black plastic fixing pegs. You can continue following that installation guide once 
your pegs are in place and secure.

2. With your rubber grass mats, membrane, netting, fleece or mulch in place you can begin using your fixing 
pegs.

3. We recommend using 5 pegs per sqm so ensure you evenly spread the anchors around for even security. 
More can be used dependent on the intended use.

4. Using a rubber mallet, hammer each peg through a hole in the grass mat, edging or netting or pierce your 
membrane, fleece or mulch. Hammer the fixing pegs down until each one is sitting flush with your product.

5. Repeat this process until you have secured the entire area and you are satisfied your product will not 
migrate.

6. Continue with the rest of your installation.

PRODUCT 
CODE

COLOUR DESCRIPTION
DEPTH 
(mm)

DIMENSIONS 
(mm)

PACK 
SIZE

UNIT 
WEIGHT 

(kg)

PP3x150-0001 Black Plastic Pegs 150mm Quantity 1 150mm 30mm x 20mm 1 0.008kg

PP3x150-0020 Black Plastic Pegs 150mm Quantity 20 150mm 30mm x 20mm 20 0.160kg

PP3x150-0100 Black Plastic Pegs 150mm Quantity 100 150mm 30mm x 20mm 100 0.800kg

PP3x150-1000 Black Plastic Pegs 150mm Quantity 1000 150mm 30mm x 20mm 1000 8kg

PP3x190-0001 Black Plastic Pegs 190mm Quantity 1 190mm 30mm x 20mm 1 0.008kg

PEGS190-20 Black Plastic Pegs 190mm Quantity 20 190mm 30mm x 20mm 20 0.160kg

PP3x190-1000 Black Plastic Pegs 190mm Quantity 1000 190mm 30mm x 20mm 1000 8kg
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